A new two-parameter weighted exponential distribution which has more mild algebraic properties than the existing weighted exponential distribution was studied. Explicit expressions for some of its basic statistical properties including moments, reliability analysis, quantile function and order statistics were derived. Its parameters were estimated using the method of maximum likelihood estimation. The new probability model was applied to four real data sets to assess its flexibility over the existing weighted exponential distribution.
INTRODUCTION
The weighted exponential distribution being a competitor to the Weibull, Gamma and Generalized exponential distributions has received appreciable usage in the fields of engineering and medicine. It was proposed by Gupta and Kundu (2009) as a generalization of the exponential distribution and its probability density function (pdf) is defined by Eq. 1:
(1)   For x>0, α>0, λ>0 where, α is the shape parameter, λ is the scale parameter.
Its hazard function is given by Eq. 3:
    where, α is a scale parameter, λ is a shape parameter. It can be deduced immediately from Eq. 9 that,
The pdf and cdf of the new weighted exponential distribution defined in Eq. 8 and 9, respectively, are simpler and mathematically easier to handle as compared to the existing weighted exponential pdf and cdf as defined in Eq. 1 and 2, respectively.
Possible plots for the pdf of the new weighted exponential distribution at some chosen parameter values are shown in Fig. 1 and 2. The plots in Fig. 1 and 2 indicate that as the value of 'x' increases, the curve decreases. It can be confidently concluded that the shape of proposed model is reversed J-shape or decreasing. The corresponding plot for the cdf of the new weighted exponential distribution is shown in Fig. 3 .
Special case: When λ = 0, the new weighted exponential distribution reduces to give the exponential distribution.
RESULTS
In this section, some basic statistical properties of the new weighted exponential distribution are derived as follows:
Quantile function and median: The quantile function Q(u) of the new weighted exponential distribution is given by Eq. 10:
where, U has the uniform U(0, 1) distribution. The median is obtained directly by substituting u = 0.5 in Eq. 10. Therefore, the median is given by Eq. 11:
Simulating from the new weighted exponential distribution is quite straight forward. Using the aids of inverse transformation method, the random variable X is given by Eq. 12:
Moments:
The rth non-central moment μ r is mathematically given by:
In particular, the rth moment of the new weighted exponential distribution is derived by:
Thus, the rth moment of the new weighted exponential distribution is expressed as Eq. 13:
The mean and other higher order moments can be obtained from Eq. 13. For instance, When r = 1, the mean of the proposed model is derived to give Eq. 14:
When, r = 2 then Eq. 5 will be as Eq. 15:
The variance of the new weighted exponential distribution can be derived through the relation:
Hence, Eq. 15 will be as Eq. 16:
Reliability analysis: The survival (or reliability) function is mathematically given by F(x) = 1-F(x). Therefore, the survival function of the new weighted exponential distribution is given by Eq. 17:
Equation 17 can be re-written as Eq. 18: (18) A possible plot for the survival function of the new weighted exponential distribution at some specified parameter values is shown in Fig. 4 .
The hazard function is mathematically given by:
Therefore, the hazard function of the new weighted exponential distribution is given by:
It was observed from Eq. 19 that the new weighted exponential distribution has a constant failure rate.
Order statistics: The pdf of the ith order statistic for a random sample X 1 ,...,X n from a pdf f(x) and an associated distribution function F(x) is given by Eq. 20:
where, f(x) and F(x) in Eq. 20 are the pdf and cdf of the new weighted exponential distribution, respectively. Therefore, the pdf of the ith order statistic for a random sample X 1 ,...,X n from the new weighted exponential distribution is expressed as Eq. 21:
The pdf of the minimum order statistic X (1) and maximum order statistic X (n) of the new weighted exponential distribution are respectively given by Eq. 22 and 23:
Estimation: Let X 1 ,...,X 2 ,...X n denote random samples drawn from the weighted exponential distribution with parameters α and λ as defined in Eq. 7. Using the method of Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE), the likelihood function L is given by: Data set 1: This data has been previously used by Ghitany et al. (2008) and Alqallaf et al. (2015) . It represents the waiting time (measured in min) of 100 bank customers before service is being rendered. The data is as follows: The summary of the data is given in Table 1 . The estimates of the parameters, log-likelihood and Alkaike Information Criteria (AIC) for the data on waiting time of bank customers are generated and the result is as presented in Table 2 .
Data set 2: This data represents the lifetime of 20 electronic components. The data has been previously used by Teimouri and Gupta (2013) and Nasiru (2015) . The data is as follows: The summary of the data is given in Table 3 . The estimates of the parameters, log-likelihood and Alkaike Information Criteria (AIC) for the data on electric components are generated and the result is as presented in Table 4 .
Data set 3: Data is from an accelerated life test of 59 conductors. It has been previously used by Nasiri et al. (2011) . The data is as follows:
The summary of the data is given in Table 5 . The estimates of the parameters, log-likelihood and Alkaike Information Criteria (AIC) for the data on conductors are generated and the result is as presented in Table 6 . Data set 4: Data represents the remission times (in months) of a random sample of 128 bladder cancer patients. It has previously been used by Lee and Wang (2003 The summary of the data is given in Table 7 . The estimates of the parameters, log-likelihood and Alkaike Information Criteria (AIC) for the data on remission time of blood cancer patients are generated and the result is as presented in Table 8 . Ghitany et al. (2008) and Alqallaf et al. (2015) 
DISCUSSION
In this article, the model with the lowest Alkaike Information Criteria (AIC) is considered to be the best fit, this is in accordance with what is obtainable in some other notable researches, Bourguignon et al. (2014) and Oguntunde and Adejumo (2015) for example. For all the four (4) data sets used, the AIC of the new weighted exponential distribution is higher than that of the existing weighted exponential distribution. This in turn means that the existing weighted exponential distribution proposed by Gupta and Kundu (2009) is more flexible than the new weighted exponential distribution based on the applications provided in this research. Meanwhile, the proposed new weighted exponential distribution is more tractable. This result is pointing out that, the fact that a model is mathematically friendly and simple does not mean the model is better, more robust or more flexible. This result is also similar to a result in Adepoju et al. (2014) where, the Kumaraswamy Nakagami distribution which is expected be more tractable than the Beta-Nakagami distribution proposed by Shittu and Adepoju (2013) did not perform better than the Beta Nakagami distribution when applied to a flood data set.
Meanwhile, the result is in contrary to some trends in the literature where newly proposed models are better than the existing ones. For instance, readers can go through Cordeiro et al. (2008) where the Beta Weibull distribution was shown to be better than the Weibull distribution, Idowu and Ikegwu (2013) who defined the Beta-Weighted Weibull distribution as being better than the existing Weighted Weibull distribution, Tahir et al. (2015) , who proposed the Weibull Lomax distribution as being better than Lomax distribution and some other generalizations, Khan et al. (2013) who proposed the Transmuted Inverse Weibull distribution as being better than the existing inverse weibull distribution. Further research is needed to compare the flexibility of the new weighted weibull distribution defined by Nasiru (2015) with the existing weighted weibull distribution in order to validate our claim because the proposed new weighted exponential distribution is a special case of the new weighted weibull distribution.
CONCLUSION
The new two-parameter weighted exponential distribution has been successfully defined. The shape of the model is reversed J-shape. Explicit expressions are provided for its basic mathematical properties. The model shares some basic properties with the Exponential distribution as discussed in section 3, for instance, it has a constant failure rate. The model is considered to be more tractable than the existing weighted exponential distribution defined by Gupta and Kundu (2009) . The model is applied to four real data sets to assess its potentiality but it was discovered that the existing weighted exponential distribution is more flexible than the new weighted exponential distribution.
